Theory of complex function is an important branch of mathematics. It has important application in a lot of natural sciences. Basic research content in the complex function is logarithmic function. This paper studies the definition of logarithmic function, and starting from the definition, it is obtained that logarithmic of complex product equal the sum of logarithmic and other basic properties. As accessory of logarithmic function, we guide the strict definition of the complex power.
Introduction
We would like to define the logarithm [1, 2] in such a way that our definition will agree with the usual definition of logx when x is located on the positive part of the real axis [3, 4] . In the real case we can define the logarithm as the inverse of the exponential (that is, logx=y is the solution of e y =x). When we allow z to range over complex set C we must be more careful because, as we know, the exponential [5] is periodic and thus does not have an inverse. Furthermore, the exponential is never zero and so we cannot expect to be able to define the logarithm at zero. Thus we must be more careful in our choice of the domain in C on which we can define the logarithm. Theorem 1 indicates how this may be done. Note. Notice that a map is one-to-one when the map takes every two distinct points to two distinct points; in other words, two distinct points never get mapped to the same point. The statement that a map is onto a set B means that every point of B is the image of some point under the mapping. The notation \ {0} C means the whole plane C minus the point 0; that is, the plane with the origin removed.
Definition and Its Feasibility
Proof. If . This y is merely arg w where the specified range for the arg function is
. Thus e z is onto \ {0} C . The sets denoted in Theorem 1 may be depicted as in Figure 1 . Here e z maps the horizontal strip between 0 y and 0 2 y i π + one-to-one onto \ {0} C . Note. The notation z→f(z) is used to indicate that z is sent to f(z) under the mapping f. In Theorem 1 an explicit expression was also derived for the inverse of e z restricted to the strip ≤ < + ." But we must remember that the function log z is only well defined when we specify an interval of length 2π in which arg z takes its values, that is, when a Figure 1 However, if the specified interval is [ , 3 ) π π , then 9 log(1 ) log 2 4 i i π + = + . has been chosen for the values of the arg function. We know that 
Construction of Logarithm

Complex Powers
We are now in a position to define the term a b where , a b C ∈ and 0 a ≠ (read "a raised to the power b"). Of course, however we define a b , the definition should reduce to the usual one in which a and b are real numbers. The trick is to notice that a can also be written e log a by Theorem 2. If b is an integer, we have a b =( e log a ) b =e bloga . This last equality holds since if n is an integer and z is any complex number. by Theorem 8(i). Thus we are led to formulate the following definition. Definition 2. a b (where , a b C ∈ and 0 a ≠ )is defined to be e bloga ; it is understood that some interval 0 0 [ , 2 ) y y π + can be chosen. (That is, some branch of log) has been chosen within which the arg function take its values.
Conclusions
It is of the utmost importance to understand precisely what this definition involves. Note especially that in general logz is "multiple-valued"; that is, logz can be assigned many different values because different intervals 0 0 [ , 2 ) y y π + can be chosen.
